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Abstract: This study firstly presents a survey on basic classifiers namely Minimum Distance Classifier
(MDC), Vector Quantization (VQ), Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Nearest Neighbor (NN) and
K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN). Then Vector Quantized Principal Component Analysis (VQPCA) which
is generally used for representation purposes is considered for performing classification tasks. Some
classifiers achieve high classification accuracy but their data storage requirement and processing time
are severely expensive. On the other hand some methods for which storage and processing time are
economical do not provide sufficient levels of classification accuracy. In both the cases the
performance is poor. By considering the limitations involved in the classifiers we have developed
Linear Combined Distance (LCD) classifier which is the combination of VQ and VQPCA techniques.
The proposed technique is effective and outperforms all the other techniques in terms of getting high
classification accuracy at very low data storage requirement and processing time. This would allow an
object to be accurately classified as quickly as possible using very low data storage capacity.
Key words: VQPCA, Classification accuracy, LCD, total parameter requirement, processing time
INTRODUCTION
Pattern classification/recognition is an area where
we learn how to better familiarize the objects to the
machine and get actions or decisions based on the
observed categories of the pattern. A pattern could be
human face, sampled speech, handwritten or printed
digits, any letter, gesture, spoken word, financial data,
biometric data or any statistical data. Humans naturally
classify/recognize patterns from the environment in
everyday life. A five year old kid can adapt to different
type of objects or patterns and react accordingly. This
adaptation is taken for granted until we come to teach a
machine to classify/recognize and provide actions or
decisions on the same patterns.
The more the patterns available, the better the
decision would be. This gives hope to design a
classifier system. For the last five decades research is
going on in this field to provide an optimum
classifier/recognizer. But the classifier performance is
still far behind the perception of a human brain.
However, pattern classification/recognition plays a
crucial role in the areas like banking, multimedia
communication, data synthesis, speech or image
processing, forensic sciences, computer vision and
remote sensing, data mining, robotics and artificial
intelligence. It emerged as an essential and integral part
of daily life. The evolving computational demand in
pattern classification makes this field very challenging
and thus open for research. For example in image
recognition, several thousands of multidimensional
patterns are required for processing which makes the
implementation of the classifier system quite

impossible.
There are two main categories of pattern
classification (i) supervised classification: where the
state of nature for each pattern is known and (ii)
unsupervised classification: where the state of nature is
unknown and learning is based on the similarity of
patterns[1]. In this study only supervised pattern
classification procedures have been considered. A
supervised classification could be subdivided into two
main phases namely training phase and testing phase. In
the training phase the classifier is learned by known
categories (classes) of patterns and in the classification
or the testing phase unknown patterns which were out
of the training datasets assign class labels of train
patterns for which the distance from the test pattern to
the prototype(s) is minimized.
The performance of a classifier depends upon
several factors. Some of the main factors are (i) number
of training samples available to the classifier. (ii)
Generalization ability i.e. its performance in classifying
test patterns which were not used during the training
stage. (iii) Classification error-some measured value
based on the incorrect decision of the class labelling of
any given pattern. (iv) Complexity - in some cases (due
to classifier design) the number of features or attributes
(dimensions) are relatively larger than the number of
training samples usually referred as the curse of
dimensionality, (v) speed-processing speed of training
and/or testing phase(s) and (vi) storage-amount of
parameters required to store after the training phase, for
classification (testing) purposes[1].
For a given classifier model and a fixed number of
training samples, the performance may depend on the
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generalization capability (accuracy), speed and
implementation cost (due to storage of information).
The number of parameters required to perform
classification task (testing) after the training procedure,
is referred as ‘total parameters’. For a given classifier
we can associate the total parameters to the
implementation cost of the classification system and the
generalization capability may depend upon the type of
parameters (distribution, values etc.) Used. The higher
the total parameters required for classification task the
costlier the system would be. Another important factor
in classifier design is the speed or the processing time
required to do the task. It is possible in a class that in
two different instances the total parameter requirement
is same but the processing time differs. We therefore
want to reduce the total parameters and processing time
but at the same time last sacrifice the classification
accuracy. In other words, we search for the optimal
classification accuracy or least classification error,
involving as minimum total parameters and processing
time as possible. This would allow the system to
classify/recognize an object as quickly as possible at
minimum cost.
Nearest neighbor (NN) classifier [2] is the most
simple classifier found up till now. In NN classifier no
special procedure is required to do the training. All the
available data (as maximum as possible) are stored to
perform classification, where each test pattern is
compared for similarity with all the available training
data (pattern). The test pattern is assigned the class
label of that training pattern, which is the closest to the
test pattern. A major drawback of NN approach is its
large total parameter requirement to perform the
classification task. For example, a dataset with 10
classes, having 5000 vectors or patterns in each class
with 64 attributes or dimensions would require total
parameters as follows:

total parameters = class × NoOfVec × dimension
= 10 × 5000 × 64 = 3.2 × 106

same as that of NN approach except for the
computational demand, which is severe in the former
approach.
The implementation cost of the classification
system could be reduced by estimating each class by a
single prototype, usually a centroid. This would help in
decreasing the total parameter requirement for the
classification task but could be at the price of
classification accuracy. This type of classifier is known
as Minimum Distance Classifier (MDC). The goal of
MDC is to correctly label as many patterns as possible.
It provides the minimal total parameter requirement and
computational demand. The MDC method finds
centroid of classes and measures distances between
these centroids and the test pattern. In this method, the
test pattern belongs to that class whose centroid is the
closest distance to the test pattern. Taking the same
above example of 10 classes, the total parameter
requirement for the MDC would be just 640, which is
about 1/5000 as compared to NN approach. Usually
classification accuracy is sacrificed to get this
advantage of extremely low processing time and total
parameter requirement. MDC is used in many pattern
classification applications[3-7] including disease
diagnostics[8], classification of digital mammography
images[9] and optical media inspection[10].
The natural extension of single prototype is multi
prototype, where each class is estimated by several
prototypes like in Vector Quantization (VQ)[11,12]. VQ
based classifiers are also referred as local classifiers
since their partition each class into several disjoint
regions or local regions and estimate each region by a
prototype (centroid) usually referred as a codeword.
The set of codewords is known as codebook of the
system. The aim of VQ technique is to find the
codebook that minimizes the expected distortion
between pattern x and the centroid of jth disjoint
region ( µ j ) i.e. D = E[min(|| x − µ j ||)] where E[·]. denotes
j

expectation with respect to x. So the training procedure
If the dimension is very high (e.g., in image), then
is to find the codebook and store it for classification
the total parameter requirement for the NN approach
tasks. Increasing the number of codewords per class
will be even more severe which would restrict the
would increase the performance up to some extent but it
practical application of such approach. It can also be
would also augment the total parameter requirement
seen that an increase in the total parameter does not
and processing time. VQ technique is applied in several
always lead to better performance. When train patterns
areas of pattern compression and classification[13],
and test patterns are closely matched then accuracy
which include image classification[14] speech coding or
obtained by NN approach is good. But when the test
speech compression[15], speaker recognition[16], high
patterns do not match with train patterns, NN approach
range resolution signature identification[17] and image
provides poor performance (in terms of accuracy). In
coding[18].
the unmatched pattern case the performance of the
Another way of performing classification is by
classifier system does not improve by increasing the
utilizing linear subspace classifiers[19,20]. Here each
total parameters.
class is represented by its Karhunen-Loéve transform
The classification accuracy of NN approach can be
(KLT)[2] or Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The
improved by making the decision of a test pattern for
objective of PCA is to find a global linear transform of
class labelling based on k nearest patterns. This method
giving patterns in the feature space and produce classis known as k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN)[2] technique.
independent or class-dependent basis vectors. The first
The total parameter requirement for kNN approach is
basis vector is in the direction of maximum variance of
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the given data. The remaining basis vectors are
mutually orthogonal and in order, maximize the
remaining variances subject to the orthogonality
condition. The principal axes are those orthonormal
axes onto which the remaining variables under
projection are maximized. These orthonormal axes are
given by the dominant eigenvectors (i.e. those with the
largest associated eigenvalues) of the covariance
matrix.
Class-independent PCA finds those h orthonormal
axes (subspace dimension) from d-dimensional datasets
( h < d ), where h dominant eigenvectors are from the
KLT of the data correlation matrix Σ = E[xx t ] which is
in fact a covariance matrix with zero mean[21]. Classindependent PCA cannot be used for classification
purposes since all the classes are scattered over the
feature space with different centroid values or mean and
variances for each class making impossible to preserve
the individual class information by a single KLT for the
entire train samples. Therefore dominant eigenvectors
are taken for each class separately (class-dependent).
For a c-class problem, covariance matrix will be given
by:
Σ j = E[(x − µ j )(x − µ j ) t ] for j = 1, 2,...c

where only those x, that belong to the jth class have been
taken in the expectation function at a time. It has been
seen that the subspace classification is further improved
by its local linear extension[22]. Here the performance
depends upon the subspace dimension and the number
of local regions. Kambhatla and Leen[22] and
Kambhatla[23] have shown local linear PCA or VQPCA
for representation purposes. The goal of VQPCA is to
minimize the mean squared reconstruction error
E[|| x − xˆ ||2 ] where x̂ is the reconstructed pattern of x.
Kambhatla[23] showed VQPCA using Euclidean
distance
(VQPCA-Euc)
and
VQPCA
using
reconstruction distance (VQPCA-rec). VQPCA-rec is a
better technique than VQPCA-Euc for representation
purposes in terms of achieving lesser reconstruction
error, but this achievement comes with the expense of
higher total parameter requirement and computational
demand. For example, taking the same 10 class
problem, where each class is subdivided into 4 disjoint
regions (local regions), this would require storage of
dxd (64x64) eigenvector set for each disjoint region
together with other parameters (centroid of disjoint
region) i.e.:

total parameters = parameters due to eigenvectors
+ parameters due to centroid
total parameters (VQPCA-rec)
= (d × d) * class * level + (d × 1) * class * level
total parameters (VQPCA-Euc)
= (d × h) * class * level + (d × 1) * class * level

where the term level is the number of disjoint regions or
local regions per class and h<d. This yield total
parameter requirement for VQPCA-rec 1.66x105 (for
d=64), whereas 7680 (for h = 2) for VQPCA-Euc which
is 1/( dh ++11 ) compared to VQPCA-rec. Although the
VQPCA-rec model exhibits slight improvement over
VQPCA-Euc model, it severely increases the total
parameter requirement and computational demand. This
would increase the implementation cost and processing
time of the classification system. Considering the
implementation cost and computational demand we
opted for an economical model (VQPCA-Euc) to train
the system. Hereafter VQPCA-Euc model will be
referred as VQPCA model. Some modification is
required in VQPCA model prior to use as a classifier.
The current VQPCA model first partitions the data
space into disjoint regions and then performs local PCA
about each cluster (referred as a disjoint region of a
class) center. This is ideal for representation purposes
but for the classification task a minor change in
distance measurement is required which should reflect
the distance of a test pattern from the centroid and
dominant eigenvectors of each disjoint region
concurrently. The VQPCA model as a classifier does
not exhibit very encouraging results but still can be
used to perform the classification task. Nonetheless it
can be shown that VQPCA model as a classifier
behaves satisfactorily in terms of obtaining reasonably
well percentage accuracy at low total parameter
requirements and processing time.
The performance of VQPCA as a classifier could
be significantly improved by combining the linear
distances of VQ and VQPCA. The normalized
reconstruction distance measure || x − xˆ || and the
normalized distance between the test pattern and the
center of disjoint region || x − µ j || , are combined linearly
to form a new distance measure for the classification.
This distance measure would minimize the combination
of the mean squared reconstruction error (MSE)
E[|| x − xˆ ||2 ] and the expected distortion E[|| x − µ j ||] .
Each distance added together may have its own local
regions in the feature space where it performs the best.
We have introduced this linear combination of distance
(LCD) technique and shown in this study that it is a
better classifier with no extra total parameter
requirement than VQPCA. Classification results
obtained by LCD exhibit significant improvement over
MCD, VQ, VQPCA, NN and kNN classifiers in terms
of achieving higher percentage accuracy or lower
classification error and at the same time maintaining the
total parameters requirement and processing time as
minimum as possible. Consequently, this would allow
classification or recognition of the objects as quickly as
possible at minimum cost.

Conventional classifiers: The style of notations is
adopted from Duda and Hart[24]. In all the discussions
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ωi denotes the state of nature or class label of ith class in
a c-class problem, χ denotes the set of n train samples,
Ω = {ωi : i = 1, 2,… ,c} be the finite set of c states of nature
and let θ ′ be the class label of train pattern or prototype
such that θ ′ ∈ Ω .The set χ can be separated by class
into c subsets χ1, χ2,…, χc, with the samples in χi
belonging to ωi:
χ = {x1 , x 2 , … , x n } where x j ∈ Rd (d-dimensional
hyperplane):
Fig. 1: Class labelling of a test pattern in a two-class
problem

χ ⊂ χ and χ ∪ χ ∪ … ∪ χ = χ
i
1
2
c
Let ni denote the number of samples in the subset
c

χ , therefore ∑ n i = n .
i
i =1

Figure 1 illustrates the class labelling of a test
pattern and the relationship between the label of the
prototype (θ ′) and the label of the class (ω ) . The
prototype could be a train pattern, a centroid, a KLT or
a group of centroid and KLT depending upon the type
of classifier is used. In Fig. 1 two-class problem is
considered where each class consists of 3 prototypes.
Each of the class is assigned a unique label namely
ω p and ω q such that (ω p ,ω q ) ∈ Ω . The class labels of the
prototypes are θ i′,θ j′,θ k′ and θ l′,θ m′ ,θ n′ such that:
ωp = θ′i = θ′j = θ′k and ωq = θ′l = θ′m = θ′n

The class label of prototype is assigned to a test
pattern x which is the closest to the prototype based on
some
distance
measurements
or
conditional
probabilities. Therefore if L(x) denotes the class label of
a test pattern x then from the figure L(x) = θ l′ = ω q .
NN classifier: The procedure for NN classifier can be
subdivided into two main phases namely, training phase
and testing or classification phase. In the training phase
all the available patterns χ with their corresponding
class label information are stored for classification
purpose. The total parameter requirement for the NN
approach is given by:
c

total parameters = d × ∑ n i = d × n
i =1

(1)

kNN classifier: kNN classifier is a generalized form of
NN classifier. In this approach k nearest train patterns
to a test pattern x is collected. The test pattern is
assigned the class label which has the majority of k
collected patterns. The training phase of the kNN
classifier is similar to NN classifier where all the
training patterns together with their class label
information are stored for the later use. The total
parameter requirement is also same as NN approach.
The processing speed of KNN classifier is slower than
NN classifier due to the searching of k nearest patterns
for each of the test patterns. The classification accuracy
may improve with the increase in the value k. This
improvement is usually observed when the test patterns
and the train patterns are closely matched. However, in
some cases when the test patterns and the train patterns
do not match the classification accuracy is poor. In this
case increasing the value k may not improve the
classification accuracy of the system.
MDC classifier: In MDC classifier each class χi is
represented by single prototype, which is usually the
centroid of the class in the feature space. It requires a
minimal total parameter requirement and least
computational
demand.
The
total
parameter
requirement for MDC is:
total parameters = d × c
c

Which is c / ∑ n i as compared to NN or kNN
i =1

classifier. This advantage of the lower total parameter
requirement and fast computation may achieve by
sacrificing some classification accuracy.

VQ classifier: VQ classifier is the further extension of
It can be seen from equation 1 that total parameters
MDC classifier. Here each class is represented by
depend upon the attribute or dimension d, number of
multiple prototypes. VQ partitions a class into several
class and number of training patterns. In many practical
disjoint regions in the feature space usually known as
applications the values of d and n are very large which
Voronoi regions[12]. The center of Voronoi regions
severely affects the storage requirements and
(prototype) is referred as codeword of the classifier and
processing time, increasing the cost and reducing the
a set of codewords is known as codebook of the
speed of the classifier system.
classifier system. The aim of VQ is to produce a
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codebook
that
minimizes
the
expected
distortion E[|| x − µ j ||] . See Linde et al.[11] for details.
The total parameter requirement is d × (Q × c) where Q
is the level of classifier i.e. Number of disjoint regions
or code words for each of the classes.
PCA classifier: Class dependent PCA is considered for
classification where each class is represented by its
KLT. In a d-dimensional feature space left Σ j and
µ j denote covariance matrix and centroid, f class χj in a

c-class problem respectively, x̂ be the reconstructed
pattern of x, then the goal of the training phase of PCA
classifier is to find eigenvectors wi such that the
following criteria is satisfied:
Σ jw i = λi w i

(2)

where, λi denotes eigenvalues corresponding to w i
which is obtained by minimizing MSE E[|| x − xˆ ||2 ] . The
total parameter requirement for PCA classifier is:

total paramaters = centroid _ paramters
+ eigenvector _ parameters

Step 5: Store W j and µ j with their corresponding class
information for classification.
The total parameter requirement for VQPCA can
be given by:
total paramters = parameters _ centroids + paramters _ eigenvectors

total paramters = Q × d × c + Q × (d × h) × c = Qdc(h + 1)

Which is Q times the total parameter requirement
of PCA classifier.
If VQPCA is used for representation purposes then
in the decoding step (here classification) firstly the
closest disjoint region to a test pattern x is computed.
Once the closest region is obtained, the next step is to
use its corresponding eigenvector and centroid
information to compute reconstructed pattern x̂ . For
classification VQPCA procedure would provide no
better performance than VQ technique since the
decision would lie only on the closest disjoint region to
the test pattern x and the computation of KLT for
disjoint regions may become redundant. Therefore a
procedure for decision making of a test pattern should
be adopted that uses both the centroid and direction
(eigenvector) information in parallel.
Classification:
Step 1: Compute reconstruction distance δ j between a

total paramaters = c × d + c × (d × h) = cd(h + 1)

test pattern x and its reconstructed pattern x̂ :

where, h < d is the number of eigenvectors used.

δ j = || x − xˆ ||

VQPCA as a classifier: In this approach, firstly, the set
of train patterns are partitioned into disjoint regions by
applying the VQ technique for each class separately and
then KLT is performed on each of the disjoint regions
or local region center[22]. The aim of VQPCA is to
minimize MSE E[|| x − xˆ ||2 ] in the local regions. To
illustrate training and classification procedures let Q be
the number of disjoint regions or levels per class.
(Details of the training procedure are given in
Kambhatla[23]. VQPCA can also be trained using
splitting technique[25]).
Training
Step 1: Take train patterns χi ⊂ χ of class label ωi at a
time for consideration, where i = 1,2,...,c .
Step 2: Apply VQ technique and partition χ into Q
i

disjoint regions; for all i = 1, 2,...,c .
Step 3: For each disjoint region compute centroid µ j
and covariance matrix Σ j where j = 1, 2,...,(c × Q) .
Step 4: Evaluate d × h rectangular
matrix
of
eigenvectors Wj = {w l : l = 1,2,...,h} for each disjoint
region where h<d and wi is from equation 2; arrange the
obtained eigenvectors such that its corresponding
eigenvalues are in descending order. Let the class label
of eigenvector set Wi be θ j′ ∈ Ω .

= || (I − WjWjt )(x − µ j ) || for j = 1, 2,...,(Q × c)

Step 2: Find the argument for which the reconstruction
distance is minimized:
Q× c

k = arg min δ j
j =1

Step 3: Assign class label ωr = θ k′ to the test pattern x,
where θ k′ ∈ Ω .
Thus, it can be seen that step 1 computes the error
of reconstruction distance by using direction and
centroid information in one single step for the
classification.
LCD classifier: The LCD is a combination of VQ and
VQPCA techniques. Empirical results show significant
improvement of LCD classifier over previously
discussed classifiers in terms of getting higher
percentage accuracy with the total parameter
requirement no more than VQPCA approach. In our
approach the training phase of the classifier is identical
to VQPCA classifier thus the total parameter
requirement for LCD approach is same as VQPCA
approach. However the classification procedure differs.
In the classification phase the distance used in VQ
classification and the distance used in VQPCA
classification is added together with some weighting to
form a new distance measure. This combination or
addition may reduce expected distortion E[|| x − µ j ||]
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Bayes method. Similarly several other research work on
and MSE or root-MSE E[|| x − xˆ ||] , overall producing
combinational classifiers have been reported in the
improved results for the combination. The improved
literature.
results achieved could be due to each of the constituent
In our approach the training phase parameters µ j
distance performing the best in their local regions in the
feature space.
(centroid) and Wj (eigenvector set) are stored with the
The generalization capability or classification
class label θ j′ ∈ Ω information for the use in the
accuracy of a classifier depends on the type of
classification phase which is same as the training phase
distribution or values used for training and/or testing
of VQPCA approach. Let in a c-class problem each
the classifier. For e.g. If training patterns of each class
Class is separately partitioned into Q disjoint regions
are spherically distributed, dense, well separated with
then the classification phase of the LCD approach can
each other and test pattern are closely matched with
be
illustrated as follows:
their train patterns then techniques such as MDC, VQ,
NN and kin may perform better; if outliers are present
Classification
in the training patterns then techniques such as PCA or
Step 1: Compute the distance δ 1j between a test pattern
VQPCA may give poor performance. However for
Gaussian data with matching train and test conditions
x and the centroid µ j of the disjoint region:
PCA may provide reasonably high classification
δ 1j = || x − µ j || for j = 1, 2,..., (Q × c)
accuracy[1] and VQPCA and LCD may provide even
better performance than PCA. In the presence of
Step 2: Compute
the
reconstruction
distance
2
outliers and complex distributions (unmatched train and
δ j between a test pattern x and its reconstructed pattern
test conditions) LCD may provide better performance
x̂ :
than other techniques.
2
t
ˆ
δ
for
j = || x − x || = || (I − Wj Wj )(x − µ j ) ||
The concept of combination of multiple classifiers
[26]
has been previously applied by Xu et al.
for
j = 1, 2,..., (Q × c)
handwriting recognition. They have illustrated the
Step 3: Normalize distance δ 1j and δ j2 to eliminate the
combination using some basic classifiers such as
difference in their amplitudes that would allow them to
Bayesian and kNN and shown three categories of
contribute equally in decision making.
combination which depend upon the levels of
Q×c
Q×c
information available from the classifiers. Jacobs et
δˆ1j = δ j1 / max(δ j1 ) and δˆj2 = δ j2 / max(δ j2 )
j =1
j =1
al.[27] suggested supervised learning procedure for
1
2
ˆ
ˆ
Step 4: Add distance δ j and δ j :
systems composed of many separate expert networks.
Ho et al.[28] used multiple classifier system to recognize
δˆj = αδˆ1j + (1 − α )δˆj2 for j = 1, 2,..., (Q × c) , where α is
degraded machine-printed characters and words from
a weighting constant in the range [0,1] .
large lexicons. Tresp and Taniguchi[29] presented
Step 5: Find the argument for which the combined
modular ways for combining estimators. Woods et
distance is minimized:
al.[30] and Woods [31] presented a method for combining
Q×c
classifiers that use estimates of each individual
k = arg min δˆj
j=1
classifier’s local accuracy in small regions of feature
space surrounding a test pattern. Zhou and Imai [32]
Step 6: Assign class label ω r = θ k′ to the test pattern x,
showed a combination of VQ and multilayer perceptron
where θ k′ ∈ Ω .
(MLP) for Chinese syllable recognition. Alimoglu and
The classification phase of LCD technique is
Alpaydin[33] used the combination of two MLP neural
simple, computationally inexpensive and attains high
networks for handwritten digit recognition. Kittler et
classification accuracy or low classification error. The
al.[34,35] developed a common theoretical framework for
distance δˆj in the classification phase depends on the
combining classifiers which use distinct pattern
weighting constant α and the two normalized distance
representations. Breukelen van and Duin[36] showed the
use of combined classifiers for the initialization of
δˆ1j and δˆj2 . The weighting constant α (in step 4) is a
[37]
neural network. Alexandre et al. combined classifiers
positive constant in the range [0,1] . The appropriate
using weighted average after Turner and Gosh[38].
value for α should be taken since bad selection may
Ueda[39] presented linearly combining multiple neural
lead to poor classification accuracy. The two
network classifiers based on statistical pattern
normalized distances δˆ1j and δˆj2 are classification
recognition theory. Senior[40] used combination of
distance of VQ and VQPCA techniques respectively.
classifiers for fingerprint recognition. Lei et al.[41]
demonstrated a combination of multiple classifiers for
Choice of α: The optimum or close to optimum
handwritten Chinese character recognition and Yao et
[42]
performance by LCD classifier can be obtained by
al. used a combination based on fuzzy integral and
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selecting the appropriate value of α empirically. We
have used speech data[43] and image data[44,45] to select
the value of α. In this study we have taken α as a
numerical constant, however, one can also take α as a
probabilistic model which would depend on a test
pattern and the distribution of train patterns. This may
increase the computation and storage requirements. The
discussion about α as a probabilistic model is beyond
the scope of this study. In Fig. 2 and 3 classification
accuracy for LCD technique is computed for dimension
h and level Q, where h = 1, 2..., 4 and Q = 1, 2, 4,8,16 .
The values of α are 0.1, 0.2,..., 0.9 , where choosing α
values close to 0.1 and 0.9 will give performance
similar to VQPCA approach and VQ approach
respectively.

Fig. 2:

Fig. 3:

Classification accuracy for different values of
α on image data

Diverting either upwards ( α = 0.6,..., 0.9 ) or
downwards ( α = 0.4,..., 0.1 ) from the center value of α
(0.5) will make the distance δˆj biased for δˆ1j or δˆj2
respectively. It can be observed from Fig. 2 and 3 that
at α = 0.5 classificatiothe LCD techniquetained by
LCD technique (in Fig. 2 and 3 denoted by bold lines)
is close to optimum. This implies that when the distance
δˆ1j and δˆj2 contribute equally in the decision making for
a test pattern in the feature space then the classification
accuracy is close to optimum. Thus we have
taken α = 0.5 .

Experimentation: For all the experiments two sets of
machine learning corpuses have been utilized namely
TIMIT database[43] for speech classification and SatImage dataset[44,45] for image classification. From the
TIMIT corpus a set of 10 distinct monothongal vowels
is extracted, then each vowel is divided into three
segments and each segment is used in getting Melfrequency Cepstral coefficients with energy-deltaacceleration (MFCC_E_D_A) feature vectors [46]. A
total of 9357 MFCC_E_D_A vectors of dimension 39
for training sessions and a separate set of 3222 vectors
for classification are utilized. The second dataset is SatImage which consists of 6 distinct classes with 36
dimensions. A sum of 4435 feature vectors is used to
train the classifier and a different set of 2000 vectors is
used for verifying the performance of the classifier.
In the first part of the experimentation,
classification accuracy is measured for all the classifiers
given some fixed parameters. Here the accuracy is a
function of dimension h and level Q, where Q = 1, 2, 4,
8, 16 and h = 1, 2,..4 for all the levels, except for Q = 8,
where h = 1, 2,...,10. Level 8 (Q = 8) is taken at random
for dimension h = 1, 2,...,10 to get a general
understanding of how the dimension affects the
classification accuracy if it is increased continuously.

Fig. 4:
Classification accuracy for different values of
α on speech data
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Classification accuracy vs. dimensions and
levels using MDC, VQ, PCA, VQPCA and
LCD on image data sets
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Not all the techniques depend upon both the
dimension h and level Q; VQ depends upon levels,
PCA depends upon the dimensions, MDC, NN and
kNN depend neither upon dimensions nor on levels,
only VQPCA and LCD depend upon dimensions as
well as levels. Fig. 4 (image dataset) and Fig. 5 (speech
dataset) illustrates the classification accuracy for MDC,
VQ, PCA, VQPCA and LCD techniques and Table 1
depicts classification accuracy for NN and kNN
techniques. Usually the MDC technique is a special
case of VQ when Q = 1 , that’s why it is represented in
the column of Level 1 in Fig. 4 and 5.
Table 1:

Classification accuracy for NN and kNN techniques on
image and speech datasets
Technique
Classification accuracy
Classification
using image dataset
accuracy using
speech dataset
NN
90.30
74.05
kNN
3
90.45
75.67
5
89.70
76.82
7
90.05
77.56
9
90.05
78.15
11
89.35
78.34

Fig. 5:

Classification accuracy vs. dimensions and
levels using MDC, VQ, PCA, VQPCA and
LCD on speech dataset

Fig. 6.1: Classification accuracy vs.
parameters) on image datasets

log10

(total

It can be observed from Fig. 4 (image datasets) that
MDC is giving better classification accuracy than PCA;
VQ is producing a higher classification accuracy at
Level 2 and Level 4 than VQPCA, but VQPCA is
showing improvement over VQ technique at level 8 and
level 16. It is also clear that LCD is performing better
than MDC, VQ, PCA and VQPCA at all the levels and
dimensions. Increasing the dimension at any given level
is improving the classification accuracy of LCD
technique. At level 8 and dimension 10 the
classification accuracy of an LCD is 89.2% which is
very close to NN and kNN techniques. It should be
noted that NN and kNN techniques produce similar
classification accuracy as LCD technique but their
processing time and total parameter requirement are
severely expensive.
Furthermore, it can be observed from the
experiment on speech data (Fig. 5) And Table 1 that
MDC is giving better classification accuracy than NN
technique; PCA is improving at dimension 2 over MDC
technique; VQPCA is producing a better classification
accuracy over VQ technique at levels 2 and 4 for
dimension 1 but deteriorating at level 8 and level 16.
LCD is exhibiting better performance than all the
techniques including NN and kNN. The classification
accuracy is improving with the increase in dimension at
any given level. The classification accuracy by NN and
kNN is quite poor for speech data. This may be due to
the testing data not matching with their training data.
In the second part of experimentation,
classification accuracy is computed as a function of
total parameters and processing time. This would give
3D plot where x and y axes represent total parameters
and processing time and z-axis represents classification
accuracy. For simplicity, a 3D plot is split into two 2D
plots, where one plot shows classification accuracy
versus total parameters and the other plot shows
classification accuracy versus processing time for the
corresponding values of total parameters.

Fig. 6.2: Classification accuracy vs. Processing time on
image datasets
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The level is taken as Q = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and data session
h = 1, 2,...,10 for image data set and h = 1, 2,...,12 for
speech dataset. Figure 6.1 and 6.2 show classification
accuracy versus total parameters in logarithmic scale
and classification accuracy versus processing time
respectively, using all the techniques on image dataset.
For LCD technique, as presented on the Fig. 6.1
and 6.2, the first value of classification accuracy is
81.3% at total parameter 102.636 (Fig. 6.1) which takes
processing time of 2.94 units (Fig. 6.2). The next
reported value of classification accuracy in Fig. 6.1 and
6.2 is only those which provide better classification
accuracy than the present value, i.e. Those values are
plotted next in the figures which are given the
improvement in classification accuracy compared to the
previous value. This would help to describe that to
achieve a certain range of classification accuracy what
is the total parameter requirement and its corresponding
processing time. A similar strategy is opted for VQPCA
and PCA techniques. For VQ technique there are only
four levels and all of them are given which are denoted
by 2,4,8 and 16 in the Fig. 6.1 and 6.2. MDC and NN
have only one value and kNN has got 5 values for
k = 3,5,7,9,11 which is depicted in the same figures.
It can be observed from the Fig. 6.1 and 6.2 that
the MDC has a minimal total parameter requirement
and processing time but the classification accuracy is
quite poorly around 76.6%. The other techniques with
the same total parameter requirement but with different
processing timings are PCA, VQ and LCD (at level 1).
Though the processing time is very low for PCA
(around 2.53 to 2.99 time units), the performance is
quite poor giving classification accuracy in the range of
69.4% to 73.3% which is even lower than MDC. With
the same total parameter requirement VQ gives much
better performance than PCA in terms of accuracy but
the processing time increases as the levels increase
towards 16. The classification accuracy of VQPCA is
quite poor at the beginning. As the total parameter
requirement increases it gives reasonably good results
but at the expense of high processing time. It is evident
that LCD technique gives high classification accuracy
at low total parameter requirement and processing time,
for e.g. it gives 85.4% accuracy at 103.033 total
parameters using only 3.00 units processing time
whereas the maximum accuracy obtained by VQ is
85.1% at 103.539 total parameters using 23.41 units
processing time and VQPCA gives 84.9% at 103.840
using 32.81 units processing time. The maximum
accuracy achieved by the LCD technique (when Q< 16
and h ≤ 10 ) is 90.0% at 104.580 using 48.12the NN
techniquessing time which is very close to NN
KNNhnique (90.3%) and close to the maximum of kNN
(for k = 3 ) technique (90.5%). However the processing
time for NN and kNN techniques are 193.37 units and
from 196.89 to 220.01 units (for k = 3, 5, 7,9,11 )

respectively and the total parameter requirement for
both the techniques is 105.203, which is quite expensive
as compared to LCD and other techniques. Figure 7.1
and 7.2 show classification accuracy vs. total
parameters on logarithmic scale and classification
accuracy vs. Processing time respectively for all the
techniques on speech dataset. The plotting scheme is
similar to that applied for Fig. 6.1 and 6.2.
It is evident from Fig. 7.1 and 7.2 that LCD
technique is performing better than all the other
techniques including NN and kNN in terms of
achieving higher classification accuracy at low total
parameter requirement and low processing time. The
classification accuracy of NN technique is even poorer
than MDC, PCA and VQ techniques; this means that
increasing total parameters does not always help in
improving the classification accuracy. The maximum
classification accuracy for LCD technique is 84.1% in
103.670 using 8.74 units processing time, whereas the
nearest technique in terms of accuracy is kNN which is
giving 78.3% (for k = 11 ) in 105.562 using 794.08 units
processing time.

Fig. 7.1: Classification accuracy vs.
parameters) on speech dataset

log10

(total

Fig. 7.2: Classification accuracy vs. Processing time on
speech dataset
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It can be concluded from the experiments on image
data set and speech dataset that LCD technique
outperforms MDC, PCA, VQ, VQPCA, NN and KNN
techniques in terms of getting reasonably accepted
classification accuracy and at the same time
maintaining the minimal total parameter requirement
and processing time. This would enable the user to
classify a given object accurately and quickly with
minimal implementation cost.

CONCLUSION
A survey on basic classifiers namely MDC, VQ,
PCA, NN and kNN was given. Their classification
procedures were illustrated. Then we looked at VQPCA
technique which is normally used for representation
purposes. We showed how to use VQPCA for
classification purposes. However, we found that
VQPCA did not give a very encouraging performance
as a classifier but this gave us initiative to develop
combined classifiers.
Next we presented LCD technique which is the
combination of VQ and VQPCA techniques. By
combining the classifiers we found that the
performance improved significantly which was not
possible by using either VQ or VQPCA individually.
The performance of LCD technique is found to be
better than all the other presented techniques. Thus it
can classify a given object more accurately at very low
implementation cost and processing time, which was
demonstrated using speech and image datasets.
It was found that when the weighting coefficient
α was close to 0.5 the LCD technique gave close to
optimum performance, i.e. when VQ and VQPCA
techniques contribute equally in the decision making of
a test pattern then the performance is close to optimum.
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